Electroporation: a promising method for the nonviral delivery of DNA vaccines in humans?
The without a doubt major obstacle for making DNA vaccines a commercial success is delivery. If delivery cannot be made simple, cheap and effective, DNA vaccines may not become a viable option for human use. Numerous clinical trials have confirmed that a standard needle and syringe simply do not do the job, i.e., delivering the DNA payload inside the cell. Having recognized this shortcoming, investigators have developed several new approaches for DNA vaccine delivery. In particular, new types of delivery devices, originally intended for in vitro use, have been applied for in vivo delivery. These include particle bombardment or biolistic delivery, and in vivo electroporation (EP). Importantly, both techniques seem to overcome the size barrier, meaning that they work in both mice and larger animals. In vivo EP has the key features of improved DNA uptake, increased antigen expression and a local inflammation. These factors are essential to make DNA vaccines effective in a larger host. Early data from clinical trials with DNA vaccines delivered by in vivo EP are cautiously promising. Thus, we may be entering a new era of DNA vaccination where we start to see clinical effects in humans; however, these may also be accompanied by side effects, as the vaccines become more effective.